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Title: APPARATUS FOR DISTRIBUTING POWER

Abstract: The present disclosure is an apparatus for distributing power which includes a power configuration device and an outlet power strip. The power configuration device may be coupled to the outlet power strip via a cable, the cable including a connector device. The apparatus for distributing power may provide that the power configuration device may only be changed when necessary and the outlet power strip may only be changed when necessary, creating a modular power system for computer and data storage equipment which may allow for efficient and cost-effective power distribution modifications.
APPARATUS FOR DISTRIBUTING POWER

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present disclosure generally relates to the field of distributing power, and more particularly to an apparatus for distributing power.

BACKGROUND

[0002] Many electronic devices, particularly computer and data storage equipment, are supplied power from an alternating current (AC) power source. For computer and data storage equipment, a power distribution unit (PDU) is typically employed. A typical power distribution unit is configured for a particular power input and a particular power output. A typical power distribution unit may include one or multiple input power feeds and a set of outlet groups designed to support a particular fixed output. Often, when the computer or data storage equipment has a modification, it may be necessary to change the power distribution unit. However, the modification may or may not require a change in the power supplied to the power distribution unit.

SUMMARY

[0003] Accordingly, the present disclosure is directed to an apparatus for distributing power which includes a power configuration device and an outlet power strip. The power configuration device may be coupled to the outlet power strip via a cable that includes a connector device. The apparatus for distributing power may provide that the power configuration device may only be changed when necessary and the outlet power strip may only be changed when necessary, creating a modular power system for computer and data storage equipment which may allow for efficient and cost-effective power distribution modifications.
It is to be understood that both the foregoing general description and the following detailed description are exemplary and explanatory only and are not necessarily restrictive of the present disclosure. The accompanying drawings, which are incorporated in and constitute a part of the specification, illustrate subject matter of the disclosure. Together, the descriptions and the drawings serve to explain the principles of the disclosure.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The numerous advantages of the disclosure may be better understood by those skilled in the art by reference to the accompanying figures in which:

FIG. 1 depicts a block diagram of an apparatus for distributing power in accordance with an embodiment of the present disclosure;

FIG. 2 depicts an exemplary apparatus for distributing power in accordance with an embodiment of the present disclosure;

FIG. 3 depicts an exploded view of a power configuration device in accordance with an embodiment of the disclosure;

FIG. 4 depicts an exploded view of an outlet power strip in accordance with an embodiment of the present disclosure;

FIG. 5 depicts an exploded view of a connector device in accordance with an embodiment of the present disclosure;

FIG. 6 depicts an exploded view of a connector device coupled with an outlet power strip in accordance with an embodiment of the present disclosure;

FIG. 7 depicts a diagram of exemplary host box configurations and input power feeds in accordance with an embodiment of the present disclosure;

FIG. 8 depicts various outlet power strips in accordance with embodiment of the present disclosure;

FIGS. 9-16 depict exploded views of the various host box configurations that may be employed in a power configuration device in accordance with an embodiment of the present disclosure; and
FIG. 17 depicts a power configuration device operable with a busway system in accordance with embodiment of the present disclosure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0006] Reference will now be made in detail to the subject matter disclosed, which is illustrated in the accompanying drawings.

[0007] Referring to FIG. 1, a block diagram of an apparatus 100 for distributing power in accordance with an embodiment of the present disclosure is shown. Apparatus 100 may include a power configuration device 110 and an outlet power strip 130. Apparatus 100 may further include a cable 120, the cable 120 including a connector device 125 configured to removably couple the power configuration device 110 with the outlet power strip 130.

[0008] Power configuration device 110 is configured to couple with at least one input power feed and may include a host box configuration configured for a particular power characteristic. For example, power configuration device 110 may couple with a single or multiple input power feed. Input power feed may be a single phase or three phase alternating current (AC) input power and may vary in current, such as 16 Amperes to 50 Amperes. Input power feed(s) may include a plug or plugs to connect to the mains supply. Power configuration device 130 may include various host box configurations configured for a particular power characteristic. The particular power characteristic may include single phase power, three phase wye power, or three phase delta power received by the power configuration device 110 and may include a particular current and a particular voltage. Various host box configurations may allow one or more input power feeds and may include zero or one or more circuit breakers. For example, various host box configurations may include zero, one, two or six circuit breakers. However, it is contemplated that the form factor of the power configuration device 110 may remain a fixed size. This may allow replacement of power configuration
devices without the need for adjustment or modification of the area surrounding the power configuration device 110.

[0009] Outlet power strip 110 may include a set of outlet power groups configured to supply a particular output power characteristic. The particular output characteristic may include a single phase supply at a particular voltage and a particular current, such as 230 Volts and 16-20 Amperes. Each outlet power group may include an electrical outlet and each outlet power strip may include a plurality of outlet power groups. It is further contemplated that each outlet power group may include different types of electrical outlets. For example, the electrical outlets may include C13 receptacles and C19 receptacles. It is contemplated that the wiring of the outlet power strip 110 may allow it to universally connect and operate with various types of input supplies, including single phase, three phase wye and three phase delta power supplies.

[0010] Cable 120 may include one or more conductors and may be held together with an overall sheath. Cable 120 may include a connector device 125. In one embodiment, cable 120 may include twelve live conductors and two ground conductors. It is contemplated that cable 120 and connector device 125 may be the same for all the host box configurations depicted in FIGS. 9-16. Connector device 125 is configured to allow connectivity to the twelve live conductors and two ground connectors. Power configuration device 110 or outlet power strip 130 may include a corresponding connector device which may easily connect with connector device 125 to allow easy connection and removal. It is contemplated that connector device 125 may include one or both of male and female connector parts while the corresponding connector device may include corresponding one or both of male and female connector parts. In an alternative embodiment, cable 120 may include a second connector device (not shown) and may connect to power configuration device 110 and outlet power strip 130 via corresponding connector devices associated with each of the power configuration device 110 or outlet power strip 130. In an alternative embodiment, power configuration device
110 may be operatively coupled to the outlet power strip 130 via a hardwired connection, removing the requirement of a cable with a connection device 125.

[0011] Power configuration device 110 may include a housing and outlet power strip 130 may include a separate housing, distinct from the housing of the power configuration device. Cable 120 may couple the power configuration device 110 and outlet power strip 130. Because power configuration device 110 and outlet power strip 130 may be separate, modular units and include separate housings, each can be removed and replaced without the requirement of replacing the other unit. This may provide a modular power system for computer and data storage equipment which may allow for efficient and cost-effective power distribution modifications.

[0012] Referring to FIG. 2, an exemplary apparatus 100 for distributing power in accordance with an embodiment of the present disclosure is shown. Power configuration device 110 may receive input power via an input power feed 210. Power configuration device 110 may be coupled to an outlet power strip 130 via cable 120 and connector device 125. Outlet power strip 130 may include a corresponding connector device which is configured to mate and connect with connector device 125.

[0013] Referring to FIG. 3, an exploded view of a power configuration device 110 in accordance with an embodiment of the disclosure is shown. Power configuration device 110 may be sized in a similar form factor to house all the various types of host box configurations in order to allow replacement of a power configuration device 110 in a particular area. It is contemplated that connections of cables 120 and 210 to the power configuration device 110 may be implemented through connector devices 125 whereby the power configuration device 110 may further include corresponding connector devices. Additionally, power distribution units may include visual indicators and ports to describe information such as current usage and other power-related information. This information may be presented on a display of the power configuration device 110. It is further
contemplated that ports to allow network connectivity and communication with the power configuration device 110 may be included. It is further contemplated that the power configuration device 110 may include a wireless transceiver, such as WI-Fi transceiver, to allow communication of power-related information associated with the power configuration device 110 to provide remote monitoring.

[0014] Referring to FIG. 4, an exploded view of an outlet power strip 130 in accordance with an embodiment of the present disclosure is shown. Outlet power strip 130 may include a plurality of electrical outlets, such as receptacles to provide power for electrical equipment. Outlet power strip 130 may be formed as a long, narrow device that may include a corresponding connector device at a top side of the outlet power strip 130. In an embodiment, the placement of a corresponding connector device at a top side of outlet power strip 130 may allow easier connection with cable 120 and connector device 125 which may come from above the outlet power strip 130 in a rack or cabinet environment. Alternatively, outlet power strip 130 may include a hard-wired connection to cable 120 whereby cable 120 and connector device 125 may easily connect with power configuration device 110. It should be understood that the outlet power strip 130 may be formed in a different form factor and location of the corresponding connector device may vary without departing from the scope and intent of the present disclosure.

[0015] Referring to FIG. 5, an exploded view of a connector device 125 in accordance with an embodiment of the present disclosure is shown. Connector device 125 may be a universal connector and may support transfer of power from the various host box configurations of power configuration device 110 to the outlet power strip 130. Referring to FIG. 6, an exploded view of a connector device 125 coupled with a corresponding connector device associated with an outlet power strip 130 in accordance with an embodiment of the present disclosure is shown. It is contemplated that connector device 125 may include one or both of male and female connector parts while the corresponding connector device may include corresponding one or both of male and female connector parts. It should
be understood that the views depicted in FIGS. 5 and 6 may only represent embodiments and various types of connector assemblies may be employed without departing from the scope and intent of the present disclosure.

[0016] Referring to FIG. 7, a diagram of exemplary host box configurations and input power feeds in accordance with an embodiment of the present disclosure is shown. Diagram also shows exemplary total power available along with the power for each outlet group is shown. It is contemplated that the number of input power feeds may be one, two or three according to various embodiments of the present disclosure to provide single phase power, three phase wye power and three phase delta power. While these host box configurations are described, it is contemplated that additional host box configurations could be employed without departing from the scope and intent of the present disclosure.

[0017] Referring to FIG. 8, various outlet power strips in accordance with embodiment of the present disclosure are shown. Outlet power strip 130A, 130B may be configured to provide the desired output power, through a plurality of outlet groups, based upon the host box configuration of a power configuration device 110. Advantageously, this may reduce the need to purchase breakers, cables and plugs when IT equipment is modified. Additionally, multiple power feeds may be combined to create higher density power in a cabinet while conserving space, preventing the need for four or six power distribution units. It is contemplated that outlet power strip 130A, 130B may be configured to fit and mount within a rack or cabinet, however, the size and form factor may be adjusted without departing from the scope and intent of the present disclosure.

[0018] Referring to FIGS. 9-16, exploded views of the various host box configurations employed in the power configuration device 110 in accordance with an embodiment of the present disclosure are shown. Advantageously, a power configuration device 110 may be swapped with a power configuration device 110 with a different host box configuration, such as a host box configuration depicted in FIGS. 9-16. Adjustment of the power configuration device 110 with one
including a different host box configuration may allow efficient adjustment of the input power from one or more power feeds to the outlet power strip 130. For example, if the output power was to remain the same, such as 2.93kW per outlet group but the number of feeds was changed from two input power feeds to three input power feeds, then the power configuration device 110 as depicted in FIG. 10 could be changed with the power configuration device 110 as depicted in FIG. 11. Advantageously, this could occur without any change to the outlet power strip 130, reducing waste and inefficiency. Additionally, the change in the power configuration device 110 could be implemented without the need to modify the outlet power strip 130, the structure supplying the power feeds, or the surrounding area as the form factor of the power configuration device 110 will not have changed.

[0019] Additionally, referring once again to FIG. 8, an outlet power strip 130A may be swapped with another outlet power strip 130B if a different output is necessary, for example, a different type of outlet or numbers of different types of outlets. Advantageously, if an IT modification requires a different output power characteristic, such as a type of outlet, the outlet power strip 130 may be swapped. This may be achieved without any change to the power configuration device 110, the cable 120 or cable connector 125. Rather, a new outlet power strip 130B, for example, may replace the old outlet power strip 130A, for example, and may be easily connected to the power configuration device 110 via the cable 120 and cable connector 125.

[0020] Referring to FIG. 17, a power configuration device 110 operable with a busway system in accordance with embodiment of the present disclosure is shown. Busway 105 may be configured to support one or more power feeds. It is contemplated that power configuration device 110 may be operable as a busway tap device whereby power configuration device 110 may connect to at least one power feed supported in busway 105 and supply power via cable 120 and connector device 125 to an outlet power strip 130. It is contemplated that power
configuration device 110 may include the host box configurations as shown in FIGS. 9-16 and may be removably connectable to the busway 105.

[0021] It is contemplated that apparatus 100 for distributing power may be implemented in a variety of alternative embodiments. For example, the exemplary host box configurations (referenced in FIGS. 9-16) depict exemplary voltage, current and power values. In such a fashion, it can be understood the way in which apparatus for distributing power may be employed with a variety of host box configurations. However, it should be understood that the apparatus for distributing power is not limited to just the host box configurations depicted. Rather, other types of host box configurations may be employed, those that include other current, voltage and power values. For example, some of the host box configurations describe a 230 Volt input. It should be understood that there is a range of other voltages that could be employed, such as 110 volts or 240 volts. Other current values and corresponding power values may also be employed without departing from the scope and intent of the present disclosure.

[0022] It is believed that the present disclosure and many of its attendant advantages will be understood by the foregoing description, and it will be apparent that various changes may be made in the form, construction and arrangement of the components without departing from the disclosed subject matter or without sacrificing all of its material advantages. The form described is merely explanatory, and it is the intention of the following claims to encompass and include such changes.
CLAIMS

What is claimed is:

1. An apparatus for distributing power, comprising:
   a power configuration device, the power configuration device configured to couple with at least one input power feed and including a host box configuration configured for a particular power characteristic;
   an outlet power strip, wherein the outlet power strip includes a set of outlet power groups configured to supply a particular output power characteristic; and
   a cable including a connector device configured to removably couple the power configuration device with the outlet power strip.

2. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the host box configuration includes at least one of zero circuit breaker, one circuit breaker, two circuit breakers or six circuit breakers.

3. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the particular power characteristic includes at least one of single phase power, three phase wye power, or three phase delta power.

4. The apparatus of claim 3, wherein the particular power characteristic includes a particular current and a particular voltage.

5. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the particular output power characteristic is a desired amount of power supplied to each group of the set of outlet power groups.

6. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the power configuration device is configured as a busway tap device.
7. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein at least one of the power configuration device or the outlet power strip includes a corresponding connector device to couple with the connector device of the cable.

8. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein an outlet power group includes at least one electrical outlet.

9. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein said power configuration device includes a housing and the outlet power strip includes a second housing.
10. An apparatus for distributing power, comprising:

a power configuration device, the power configuration device configured to couple with at least one input power feed and including a host box configuration configured for a particular power characteristic, the host box configuration including at least one circuit breaker and a housing which surrounds the at least one circuit breaker; and

a cable, the cable including at least one connector device configured to couple with an outlet power strip.

11. The apparatus of claim 10, wherein the particular power characteristic includes at least one of single phase power, three phase wye power, or three phase delta power.

12. The apparatus of claim 10, wherein the particular power characteristic includes a particular current and a particular voltage.

13. The apparatus of claim 10, wherein the power configuration device is configured as a busway tap device.
14. An apparatus for distributing power, comprising:

   a power configuration device, the power configuration device configured to couple with at least one input power feed and including a host box configuration configured for a particular power characteristic and a housing, the host box configuration including at least one circuit breaker;

   an outlet power strip, wherein the outlet power strip includes a set of outlet power groups configured to supply a particular output power characteristic and a second housing; and

   a cable including at least one connector device configured to removably couple the power configuration device with the outlet power strip, wherein at least one of the power configuration device or the outlet power strip includes a corresponding connector device to couple with the at least one connector device of the cable.

15. The apparatus of claim 14, wherein the particular power characteristic includes at least one of single phase power, three phase wye power, or three phase delta power.

16. The apparatus of claim 15, wherein the particular power characteristic includes a particular current and a particular voltage.

17. The apparatus of claim 14, wherein the particular output power characteristic is a desired amount of power supplied to each group of the set of outlet power groups.

18. The apparatus of claim 14, wherein the power configuration device is configured as a busway tap device.

19. The apparatus of claim 14, wherein an outlet power group includes at least one electrical outlet.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HOST BOX CONFIGURATION</th>
<th>NUMBER OF HOST BOX INPUTS</th>
<th>POWER AVAILABLE</th>
<th>POWER PER OUTLET GROUP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>30/32A 230/400V 3Ø Y</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>16.5 kW (30A) 17.6 kW (32A)</td>
<td>2.75 kW (30A) 2.93 kW (32A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16A 230/400V 3Ø Y</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>17.6 kW</td>
<td>2.93 kW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32A 230V 1Ø</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>17.6 kW</td>
<td>2.93 kW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30A 208V 1Ø</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>14.7 kW</td>
<td>2.45 kW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50A 208V 3Ø Δ</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>14.4 kW</td>
<td>2.4 kW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16A 230/400V 3Ø Y</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8.8 kW</td>
<td>1.46 kW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32A 230V 1Ø</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5.8 kW</td>
<td>0.96 kW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30A 208V 1Ø</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4.9 kW</td>
<td>0.81 kW</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FIG. 7
FIG. 13

SINGLE INPUT SCENARIO

POWER IN: 50A 208V 3Ø Δ
14.4 kW

BREAKERS: 6 X 2-POLE

POWER OUT: 6 CIRCUITS @
2.4 kW EACH
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SINGLE INPUT SCENARIO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>POWER IN: 16A 230/400V 3Ø Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.8 kW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BREAKERS: NONE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POWER OUT: 6 CIRCUITS @ 1.46 kW EACH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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